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VASHON PARK DISTRICT (VPD) BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 

MEETING MINUTES 
Teleconference and In person, 7:00 pm 

DATE: Tuesday, June 28, 2022  

 

Commissioners attending: Bob McMahon, Keith Prior, Sarah George, Hans Van Dusen, Josh Henderson 

Staff attending: Elaine Ott-Rocheford 

 

ISSUE DISCUSSION AND OUTCOME FOLLOW UP 

Call To Order – 
Review Agenda 

Josh called the meeting to order at 7:00 and reviewed the agenda. 
Elaine: So you are aware, we had some trouble with one of the pieces of the playground equipment. A little girl was 
playing on a piece that attaches to the main structure, and it broke off and fell on her. She is okay, but we’re working 
with the manufacturer to figure this out. They were out today and found it wasn’t installed properly.  

 

Public Comment Claire: I am a volunteer for pickle ball.  
Elaine: Are you working with Eric Wyatt? 
Claire: Yes. There is a lot of interest, and I want to help promote it.  
Elaine: It is certainly gaining some momentum.  

 

6.14.22 Minutes; 
6.11.22 – 6.23.22 
Preliminary 
Vouchers; May 
Vouchers 

Hans: Motion to approve. 
Bob: Second. 
Pass 4-0 (Sarah not on yet) 

Motion to 
accept the 
6.14.22 
Minutes; 
6.11.22 – 
6.23.22 
Preliminary 
Vouchers; May 
Vouchers. Pass 
4-0 

May Financial 
Report 

Elaine:  
Admin – over $25k 

 Payroll over $5k due to training for new office asst while Sue still here. 

 Contingency over $16k due to audit and election costs carried over from last year 
Maintenance – ahead $13k 

 Revenue under $4k 

 Payroll under $10k due to late hiring of seasonal help 

 Vehicle maintenance under $4k 
Commons – at budget 
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Programs – ahead $64k 

 Revenue – ahead $60k – 2 grants – BARC Rec Programming & Squatch Camp 

 Transportation – ahead $7k due to timing of the ski school bus payments 
Pool – ahead $30k 

 Revenue – ahead $10k 

 Payroll – ahead $15k 

 Tools and Equipment – ahead $5k 

 Utilities – over $5k 
Pt Rob – ahead $16k 

 Revenue ahead $3k 

 Payroll ahead $4k 
Fern Cove – at budget 
CIP – ahead $217k  

 Moved some into 2023; canceled some 

 THD budget was $150k – changed to $57k to reflect Phase 1 only 

Pool Report Elaine: At the last meeting we discussed the pool survey results that indicated a strong desire for more pool 

hours and/or days open during the off-season. I mentioned that to do that, we would need to consider increasing 

Randy’s hours from ¾ time to full time.  

I spoke to Randy about that, and he is all for it. Even if the actual demand turns out to not pan out, he feels he 

can add additional services (like a monthly first aid class) and additional programming. He is skeptical of 

demand being more than what it is based on present sign-ups for existing lap swimming. It was hot during 

COVID but has waned. Randy lifeguards quite a bit so will also continue to lifeguard to keep labor costs down 

and fill in when lifeguard availability is short. The pool committee should further explore the demand issue, but 

this is something we can consider for the fall. 

 

Elaine: Regarding the family rate, Randy is all for the $7 adult fee and $2 per additional family member. It 

would be easy to do punch cards for both. 

Josh: How do you define a family? If I’m with my brother, would you take my word for it? 

Bob: I think so.  

Elaine: I think it needs to be within reason. If somebody comes in with 14 kids, we might question that.  

Bob: I don’t think we would have a problem if a family came in and one of the kids brought a friend. But we 

should refine that.  

Elaine: Typically what I saw in my research, they had to be in the same household. That negates the friend 

thing. The idea is to promote family swimming. 

Hans: That sounds good. Randy should make posters to put on the glass. Motion to approve the family rate of 

$7 for the first adult and $2 per additional family member.  

Bob: Second. 

Elaine: Since it’s summer, should we suspend the rules and go with it? 

Bob: Motion to suspend the rules. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Motion to 

approve the 

family rate of 

$7 for the 

first adult and 

$2 per 

additional 

family 

member.  
Pass 5-0 
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Hans: Second. 

Pass 5-0 

Motion: Pass 5-0 

Hans: We need to spread the word. 

 

Elaine: We had our first drop-in DOH inspection for the first time in three years about a week ago. They 

apparently were not doing them during COVID. The inspector spent 2 hours going over every square inch of 

the property except the women’s locker room, since there was only male staff on duty. We passed every detail 

with flying colors except one item – the two bolts that attach the slide to the pool deck have been protected by a 

piece of wood that fits over the top of the screws, so people don’t step on the bolts. The inspector wanted the 

wood painted yellow. Btw, since we are replacing the slide, those bolts will be cut to the ground surface.  

 

All this nice weather has been great for open swim attendance with 20 – 40 kids at a time. Also, Randy started 

up swimming lessons for the first time since COVID, and the classes were full on the first day yesterday. 
Bob: Attendance is up for lap swim in the evening, but that may be because total lanes are down with reduced lap swim 
availability.  
Bob: What is the latest on the funding for the grant? 
Elaine: Nothing! I received an email today from the administrator who will be out on medical leave and said somebody 
else will assist with contracts when they’re ready. I suspect it’s still with the King County Council. We can’t do anything 
until we have the contract.  
Bob: One issue is that people are signing up for lap swim back to back. That is against the rules. They should be limited 
to three per week, but they’re doing 6. Randy knows who they are. It bothers me that people are taking advantage of 
that. They sign up online, and nobody seems to be checking. The lifeguards aren’t doing anything about it.  
Hans: If they sign up using their emails, we can identify them. 
Bob: A reminder could be on the Signup Genius to not do this. Or see if the software is capable of limiting it to 3 times a 
week. It’s unfair, because there are fewer lap swim opportunities.  

Motion to 

suspend the 

rules. Pass 5-0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Action Item 
 
 
 

Cub Scout 
Camping at Pt 
Robinson 

Elaine: Also at the last meeting, we had a presentation from the head of the Cub Scout group out here on 

Vashon asking that we make an exception to our no fires policy at our camp sites and allow vehicles in the park 

overnight. You all suggested Point Robinson as a consideration, since Lisabeula will, no doubt, be a problem to 

the neighbors.  

I ran this by Eric, and he is adamantly opposed to this due to the fire danger possibility to all those historic 

structures.  

I included a photo in your Board packet showing the aftermath of the beach fire at Point Robinson in May 

2018, where firefighters were unable to extinguish the blaze, so a boat was dispatched from Tacoma, which 

knocked it out. He feels it is simply too risky to allow any fires at Point Robinson, even the Cub Scouts, since 

one spark can destroy any of the historic buildings – all of which are on the National Historic Register. 

I know we are not committed to this yet, but we talked about allowing this in September. How do you want to 

handle this? 

Hans: On the September piece, it is highly unlikely the Fire Dept will allow it. There is so little risk there. We 

should plan to tell them no in September. I don’t share the same level of risk about June. It would be in an 
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agreement. We are talking about the upper field.  

Josh: I used to be an Eagle Scout – grew up in scouting. The only thing more important than getting your Eagle 

chip is fire safety. Those kids will hear it 15 different ways how careful they need to be. 

Elaine: Okay, so let the Fire Dept pretty much guide this?  

Hans: I think it is very unlikely they will allow a fire in September. 

Bob: And Eric’s concern is a fire on the ground – not in one of those steel things. Maybe if we allow this ever, 

we should spend a little money and create a safe fire pit for these types of exceptions.  

Josh: It would be a good Eagle Scout project. 

Hans: When they sign the event agreement, it will have safety stipulations regarding the fire.  

Josh: They have to clear brush 15 feet from the fire. 

Elaine: Then we can revisit all this when the time comes.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Commons 
Committee 
Meeting 

Elaine:  Hans and I had another Commons Committee meeting on June 23. Key takeaways included: 
1) The consideration of having key user group members provide their own access to the school facilities rather than 

relying on VPD Access staff.  
a. Robin, who is our primary Access staff member, pointed out that Access staff does a lot more than just open 

the doors and turn on the lights. They often must check that other doors are locked that school district staff 
have left unlocked and trouble-shoot other idiosyncratic needs for the school or the user group. 

b. But we all feel those issues are not insurmountable. 
c. Clearly, this would require training and written agreements with the volunteers. 

The primary advantage is that it would save us money on Access staff in addition to doing away with the difficulty of 
staffing it, period. It’s an odd job to fill, given that it is hit and miss with scheduling, and the low pay is unattractive. 
We currently have one evening open that we have been trying to fill for over a year. 

2) The School District also provided cost and usage information from Facilitron, although it did not reveal incremental 
costs as a result of community use, which, in turn, did not provide for a clear path forward regarding the fee we pay 
to the School District. Identifying incremental costs is necessary, since we should not be paying for capital or 
operating costs that the school district would be incurring, anyway. Key considerations going forward include: 

a. How we account for changes in use that might increase or decrease the fee. For example, during COVID, use 
was considerably down, so we negotiated making greatly reduced payments to the School District. 

b. Also, an inflationary factor should be built in year after year, which we decided should be based on CPI for 
Seattle-Tacoma-Bremerton. 

3) The school district proposed changing the term of the Interlocal Agreement three years rather than five, so the 
Agreement is fresh and the Committee would meet more often.  

4) The School District sent a draft this morning of the new, revised agreement that reflects some of the tweaks we 
have discussed – like adding a section on porta-potty responsibilities and further defining the incremental cost idea. 
We are all reviewing, then I’m sure it will come before both Boards. We did decide to keep the starting payment at 
$75,000 for the base going forward. 

Josh: What is the rationale for changing from a 5 year to a 3 year agreement? You mentioned keeping it fresh and the 
committee meeting more often. 
Elaine: That’s it – those were the only two comments made about that. 
Hans: That was Matt’s proposal. There wasn’t a lot of energy around it one way or the other. The meeting issue was 
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stated, but I think that is irrelevant. Meeting frequency has nothing to do with the term of the agreement. We don’t 
want it to go forever. This process has proven how stagnant the agreement is. There is no risk in running it out. We 
would argue over it, then pay the same amount all over again. I’m good with 4 years. The agreement has a clause that 
we can change it any time we want if anything significant changes.  
Josh: This has taken a lot of time with a number of Commons meetings. I would hate to see this play out every 3 years. 
Hans: It also depends on how long you run out the “automatic extension” piece. Your point is there is no need to do this 
that often. The world changed – there was lots of noise, but nothing changed. The CPI piece will hit us, but it was good 
faith on their part to start at $75k. And on the usage adjustment, I would keep that at a very macro step level – like 
usage drops 50%, drop it $50,000; if it’s up 50%, increase to $100k. I don’t want us to get too deep into spreadsheets. As 
for the $75k fee, our Board has felt it’s too much; their Board feels it’s too little. Our only opportunity to reduce costs is 
through Access. The $75k is the $75k. I suggested we pursue the automated or volunteer access, because that is the 
only cost factor we can control. We might consider community having access only 4 days a week, rather than 7. We can 
call it “supplementary access staff” on those limited dates we have it available. User groups can sign up to be super 
access users, and they have access any time or other specific times. But you only have the staff limited days. 
Elaine: The odds and ends get more complicated – like events. 
Hans: I think it is doable. A person can have their birthday party on a Thursday, even if the birthday was Wednesday. Try 
it and see! 

Staff Reports Pt Robinson Septic  
Elaine: We met with the septic engineer that we are contracting with and determined that the drain field will likely be in 
the orchard near the well house (although, obviously we must be mindful of the required setbacks). We will also have 
him design replacing the water lines to the two houses, because the faucets don’t work, which is really problematic for 
doing outdoor maintenance work. We have discussed this as one of our Capital planning issues. The project will have to 
be in the summer when it is dry, which means we will have to close the houses for some time next summer. At that 
time, we will also do the house remodeling projects and the road.  
We discussed having him consider a design that would include the possibility of a public restroom installation, but he 
advised against it, as it would make permitting super complicated. The existing system is a repair. Adding a building flags 
new construction permitting that is expensive and complicated.  
I was hoping to have the engineer fee at this point, but I have not yet heard back from him on that. I estimated this 
would be about $20k, although the total project was budgeted for $150k. I’m approved to go $10k over, so if it’s more 
than $30k, I’ll see if he can hold off for your approval.  
 

1) Tramp Harbor Dock 
2) Elaine: We were scheduled to meet with the newly hired engineers today, so I was planning to report on their condition 

assessment of the dock and their shoot-from-the-hip sense of things. We had to reschedule, because there was a small 
craft warning issued for today. I’ll report on this for the next meeting.  
 
Dog Park 
Elaine: I sent FIDO the dog policy that lists the parks where dogs are allowed or not, leashed or off-leash; I noted the 
trails where dogs are allowed; told them Keith is the Board rep; and sent the summary of park considerations. You may 
recall from the last meeting that we discussed the area to the right of the road at Agren as a possibility, but you were 
concerned about the thick native shrubs that would have to be removed. I conveyed that conversation to the FIDO folks. 
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I also told them that we spoke a bit about the orchard area at Point Robinson, but it turns out the septic will not allow it. 
Then also the upper meadow at Point Robinson where the rock monument is, but that is potentially going to be the site 
of the Troll. Too, that will add to already challenging parking considerations. I just wanted them to know of our efforts. 
She said they are meeting in July and will get back to us. 
Keith: We will be meeting on the 12th. 
 

3) Troll 
4) Elaine: Our insurance approved the liability insurance, but they stipulated that they want to be kept informed of safety 

protocols along the way, making changes as they see fit. The Foundation has reported that the artist is very excited 
about Point Robinson, although he still has not finally selected it as a location. I have not received any signatures on the 
MOU, so that remains to be seen.  

Other  Bob: I’m happy to see how things worked out with the Story Walk at Point Robinson.  
Elaine: I did receive another direct complaint from another woman. We ended up having a nice exchange. I told her I 
appreciated her going to me directly rather than putting a letter in the BC. I received several letters from people upset 
that we took it down, but they understood it was temporary, anyway.  
 
Elaine: Speaking of Pt Rob, I put the bid out today for the lighthouse decking fix. We have a 4Culture grant for that for 
$19k. 
Bob: At some point, we’ll get to the interior fixes? 
Elaine: We plan to do that in-house – likely in the fall. 
Hans: And when will the decking railing be done? 
Elaine: We nixed that, since nobody is allowed on the deck going forward. We can allow 2 people inside the tower plus 
Capt Joe. 
 
Hans: Reminder I will be the next two meetings. 
 
Sarah: I’m going to a MVIHA meeting tomorrow to discuss some improvements they wish to make: 1) revamp the 
footing in the indoor arena – best material and cost; 2) we did a Pony Club fundraiser to work on the cross country trail 
course – reclaim it and widening it.  
We are all really happy Mark Yelkin is on board. He is an equestrian. 

 

Adjourn 
8:00 pm 

Bob: Motion to Adjourn 
Hans: Second 
Pass 5-0 

 

Minutes by: Elaine Ott-Rocheford 


